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Stesurak wins in simultaneous

games

Chieftain renovationwhen will it ever end?

by O. Casey ConWhen ears turn blue and fingers pale white students cling
together in the S.U. Chieftain,
like steam collects on icy windows. Coats, gloves, and strangulating scarves pile high on
tables next to coffee cups emitting little clouds of hot air.
The Chieftain isn't exactly a
beautiful place,but some efforts
have been made to alter the
shape of its appearance. The
upstairs has areas that look
like scenes from the movie
"Yellow Submarine." Colors
that tickle the eyeballs in sensuous delight lace the walls.
THE CAFETERIA, however,
is something that isn't an art
major's delight. The room looks
more like an operating room
than a dining area. Tables are
scattered around the floor like
small herds of cows, grazing on
linoleum grass.
Last May, the renovation "of
the entire building was scheduled for completion by the beginning of this fall. Although
some of the building has been
remodeled, most of it still retains its lackluster image. The

—
LEO STESURAK, S.U.s number one chess

player played an exhibition simultaneous
matches in the Chez Moi of Bellarmine Hall

photo by don holt

yesterday at 2 p.m. Only three people showed up to play Stesurak, who won all three
matches. Stesurak is nationally ranked.

Former White House economists
will close urban problems class
Two former officials from the of study for the students in EcoKennedy/Johnson administration nomics 491, although all Univerwill appear on campus Monday, sity students interested in social
Dec. 11, at 8 p.m. inPigott Audi- problems in America are urged
torium to deliver speeches on to attend the program.
economic problems in urban
areas.
OVER 15 LOCAL specialists in
Dr. Robert Weaver, the first urban problemswill also particisecretary of HUD and the first pate in the evening affair.
black cabinet member, will
It was during Dr. Weaver's
speak with Dr. Robert Lamp- term in office that the Model
man, creator of the NegativeIn- City legislation passed through
come Tax concept.
Congress. The Model City proTheir talks will end a quarter

Student senate rejects
impeachment initative
Despite a desperate plea urging fellow senators to vote in
favor of considering impeachment procedures of ASSU first
vice president John Peterson,
Sen. John Cummins' initiative
was vetoed by a strong majority
of senate votes in the final regular senate meetingof the quarter last night.
Two votes were cast in favor
of the option, ten against, while
two abstained.
AS PETERSON pointed out
early in the meeting, this first
vote was cast only to determine
whether or not impeachment
procedures would be carried
out; it was not a vote to determine his actual impeachment.
Pat Lupo, ASSU president, in
his officer's report urged that
the structures and organizations
committee meet to nominate a
candidate for the position of
ASSU second vice preident,
which has been left vacant since
Creighton Balinbin's resignation.
It was decided the senators
meet Monday for a short informal meeting in order that the

committee be allowed an opportunity to submit their nominee
to Lupo for approval.

AMONG OTHER unfinished
business was a bill submittedby
Abdul Jeng regarding refunding
of monies to those students participating in the French-inFrance program for activities
not attended at S.U. Sen. Jeng
requested that $244 be allocated
to the program every year or
$10 per person.

While Sen. Jeng argued that
not getstudents in France were
ting their moneys worth, Sen.
Steve Levine contested Jeng's
reasoning, saying, "The students

in France are, in fact, receiving

much more from their tuition
than we are."

Sen. Tim Hannon suggest-

ed the money be allocated for
no other reason than "a gift of
l0sure they could use
the $10. I'm sure Icould."
The bill was vetoed.
NEW BUSINESS included a
constitutional revision concerning the Young Democrats. The
ASSU also approved the Seattle
University Gymnastics Association. Both bills were referred
to the structures and organizational committee for further
consideration.
Bills adopted last night included three submitted by Senator
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needis rugs."
Ms. MacDonald wants to have
the original planning committee meet again, and write a
letter to the Very Rev. Louis
Gaffney. S.J., University president, urging him to continue the

renovation of the Chieftain.
Mary Pat Johnson, AWS president, agreed with Ms. Macwas
Donald. in that the delay
due to a change in priorities.
"Joe (Gardiner) told me that
the SUn darkroom had number
one priority, and the Chieftain
took second place."
She related that in the spring
"we did as much work as we
knew how to, and then we ex-

pected Plant Management to
pick up the rest."
But the renovations weren't
continued and she felt that another reason for the delay was
that "communications haven't
been too clear."
When Fr. Gaffney was contacted, he said, "As far as I
know, renovations should have
been completed before school

started."
FR. GAFFNEY said the company constructing the furniture
for the second floor had been
unable to finish the job by the
deadline set for delivery.
"Plans (for the cafeteria and
the finishing touches on the second floor) haven't been submitted, but yesterday (Tuesday),
Italked with Pat Lupo and
asked that the plans be submitted."
Once submitted, the plans
could be approved within one
day. "I hope that the whole
building, including the cafeteria,

will be finished during Christmas vacation," Fr. Gaffney
said.

Faculty vote results in deadlock
by John Ruhl

The faculty is deadlocked over
plans to restructure the faculty
senate, according to Thomas
Hamilton, chairman of the faculty senate reconstruction committee.
"It's clear that the majority
of the faculty want to see the
faculty senate in a more decision-making role. But where
we go from there is another

question."
FACULTY members recently
minishing enrollment of stu- were given nine options to redents at S.U.; (2) Replacement structure the faculty senate "to
of the "soggy" campus guide best represent the faculty in

tion.

floor include a collapsable room
divider, to be used when two
groups are meeting simultane-

CONCERNING the first floor,
Gardiner said, "I don't know
why it's being held up. There's
been no go-ahead yet. We only
give technical advice in regards
to the feasibility of a proposal,
gram, which is in effect in 100 but we don't have any say whecities, aims toward making the
ther a proposal is approved or
inner cities a good placeto live. not."
The minibus system in Seattle
Dona MacDonald, Dean of
is one product of the Model City Women, gave a history of the
legislation.
efforts to renovate the ChiefDr. Lampman is the intellec- tain: "Last spring, a committee
tual father of the poverty pro- of student and faculty met and
grams in the United States. He decided to fi x the Chieftain.
has researched low incoKfte fam- Gull Studios helped set up the
ilies for over 20 years, and plans. Plans were worked out
helped engineer major social so that the students would be
and economic reforms while able to help with the work.
serving in various committees
"THE IDEA was that the
under Kennedy and Johnson.
Chieftain would be finished by
BOTH OF THESE men helped the end of spring. Later on, we
spearhead Johnson's "Great So- saw that the work would conciety," a milestone in modern tinue into the summer.
"Plant Management was scheurban and "economic developduled (to complete the remod;
ment.
eling of the Chieftain') for AugTheir evening lecture will fol- ust,
but the Registrar's office
with
all-morning
low an
session
got
the
work instead."
students from 9 a.m. to noon
As to what Plant Management
next Monday in the classroom
Hoinf now instead of workine
turned Liturgical Center on the is
on th« Ovefpin. Ms. MacT">onald
third floor of the Liberal Arts rpniipri
that "Rich* now a d*rk
building and a news conference
pse hv the STTn h heroom
for
room
of
1:30
in
the
Stimson
at
\r\p constructed in the basement
Library.
the A.A. Lemieux

Jeng: (1) Investigation into di-

maps; (3) Reasons to be given
for delay in Chieftain renova-

question is: why?
Joe Gardiner, assistant director of plant management, said
that the second floor of the
Chieftain will be finished by
winter quarter. Plans for the

of Bellarfine Hall.
"LAST SPRING, Fr. Cronin
(vice president for students)
told us that the Board of Trustees had approved the plans for
the Chieftain. However, nothing had been set down in writing," she added. "Later on
when some written approval
was looked for, nothing was
found."
Ms. MacDonald assigned two
basic causes for the delay in
the remodeling: "A change in
priorities and an uncertainty as
to who has the decision power
corncerning appropriations."
She also commented that the
Chieftain is in need of things
not covered by the plans. "The
second floor needs tables for
students for eating or studying,
end tables, coffee tables, lamps,
curtains or some other kind of
covering for the windows, and
rugs. But, the main thing we

speaking on University matters

of faculty concern," according
to the report of the faculty senate reconstruction committee.
Votes were to be turned in by
last Friday.
The votes were tabulated
Tuesday, but the committee
"isn't exactly clear" how to interpret the results, Hamilton
said.
Either ODtion 1-C or 3-C could
be termed "most frequently
chosen:" Option 1-C was a first
more often than 3-C, but 3-C was
mentioned as either first, second

or third preference more than
any other option, he explained.
OPTION 1-C would have the
Faculty Senate "seek to obtain
changes" in its own structure
so that it would have power to
legislate educational p o 1 ic ies
and faculty codes and to advise in other University operations.
"Educational policies" would
include admission requirements,
standards of scholarship, curriculum and other academic affairs "within the aims and purposes of the University."
"Faculty codes" would be
rank, tenure, duties and responsibilities of the faculty "as delineated in the University statutes."
Option 3-C is nearly identical
to 1-C, but would also have
"some national organization represent the faculty as exclusive
bargaining agent with the Uni-

ciation of Higher Education.
The issue before the reconstruction committee is how to
secure for the Faculty Senate
more of a voice in University
affairs, Hamilton said.
It is a question of "getting
things done" quickly and efficiently as possible without stifling everyone's desire "to participate in the decision making
process," he said.
"I'M NOT WORRIED about
the present faculty or administration—there have been good
things instituted. But no one
has any guarantee that it will
continue to happen his way, as
the faculty and administration
change," Hamilton continued.
The reconstruction committee
will probably present a new
proposal to the faculty senate
next January "which we feel
reflects the direction the faculty
wants to movein.

"If the Faculty approves, the
committee will write up a
THE NATIONAL organization new constitution and bylaws
would be either the American and then petition the trustees
Federation of Teachers, the for statutary changes in order
American Association of Uni- to implement the ideas," he
versity Professors or the Asso- added.

versity."

Medieval tournament
due in Connolly soon
come dressed in pre-16th century clothing and bring food
typical of the time for the pot-

The grandeur and excitement
of a medieval tournament will
come alive next week in the
Connolly P.E. Center during a
tournament and revel scheduled
there.
The tournament is sponsored
by the Society for Creative
Anachronism, a group of people
devoted to recreatingthe Middle
Ages "not as they were but as
they could have been," according to Mildred Broxon, a member of the Society and an S.U.
alumna.
SCHEDULED FOR Dec. 17 at
1 p.m. in the Astrogym, the
tournament is open to all. The
only requirements are that you

luck feasting.
For women, she added, the
dress should have long sleeves,

dieval ages were only allowed to
participate in twillsey wopping,
or pillow fights.
Both men and women are
welcome to enter a fruit cake
and Christmas pudding cooking
Participants should
contest.
bring their finished product.
Medieval games, dancing and
instruction and musical entertainment is also scheduled.
THE SOCIETY for Creative
Anachronism was started six
years ago in Berkeley at the
University of California. Since
then it has expanded into several states divided into kingdoms and baronies.
The Seattle group was estab-

Aegis 1973 announces a competition for the design of the
yearbook's cover and the major division pages. The contest
is open to all students.
A prize of $25 will be awarded to the winning artist.
The design selected must enhance the international theme

Bldg.

For further information call

Cheryl Ann Carlson at ext. 6387.

"-

-

for spring singing tour in Hawaii
"We are one-third of our way

to Hawaii," according to

Kocharhook, member of

Dave
the S.U.

A Cappella Choir.
The choir has accumulated
as "bare arms were considered
obscene," and a long skirt. Men over $3,300 toward the $10,000
should wear a tunic of some needed to underwrite its planned
singing tour of the Hawaiian
kind.
The tournament fighting will Islands in March, he said.
be done with rattan swords by
A choir-sponsored raffle of
men only. Women of the me- two vacation trips to Hawaii

Competition set
for Aegis cover

of the book which deals with the
ethnic and cultural mixtures
present on campus. A specific
statement on the theme is
available from the editor.
The design must also have
enough universality to be used
throughout the entire book.
Deadline for the design competition is Jan. 8. The contest
will be judged by a professional
designer, the Aegis editor, the
Aegis adviser and two major
division editors.
Anyone interested in entering
the design contest must pick
up an application and specification sheet from the editor in
Rm. 200 of the Spectator/Aegis

One-third of choir's goal reached

raised almost $2,000; patrons
have donated about $850; concert ticket sales and advertising
in the choir's program make up
the remainder of the account,
he added.
Seats are still available on the
chartered plane scheduled to fly
to Hawaii for the Spring break,
according to Lou Kelly,choir director. The fare will be $150-$l6O,
depending on changes in airline

rates, he said.

The winners of the Hawaiian
vacations will be picked tonight
at the raffle drawing during the
Chieftain choir and chorale's
first concert of the 1972-73 season. The two groups will salute
lished a little over two years Hawaii in a benefit concert at 8
ago. They frequently sponsor p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.
tournaments, revels, medieval
The choir repertoire will indancing, cooking contests or clude baroque style music with
"anything to do with medieval solos by Ethel Mays, Nancy
Stapnes and Susan Besecker.
life."

— Spectator staff photo
The chorale will perform such
contemporary selections as "Everything's Coming Up Roses,"

"Shenandoah," "Dry Bones"
and "Bye Bye Blues," and will

feature current folk-rock sung

by Kevin Peterson, Dave Kocharhook and Nancy Stapnes.
Tickets are available from
choir members.Admission at the

door will be $1 for students, $2
for adults.

Dissent and Affirmation re-offered winter quarter
Dissent and Affirmation, an
interdisciplinary course, will
again be offered winter quarter
at Lakeside Middle School, formerly St. Nicholas School, 1501
10th E.
Four colleges and universities,
S.U., Bellevue Community College, Ft. Wright College and the
U.W. are participating in the
course. Each school contributes

The class, scheduled for Mondays and Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m., will examine dissent
IN ADDITION, non-academi- through history, its infinite vacians, likeJohn Darrah, the pub- rieties, its fundamental samelic defender, Irving Clark, a Se- ness, its risks, its costs.
Among the dissenters to be
attle attorney, and George Sundlong, long time administrative studied will be Socrates, the
assistant to Sen, Ernest Gruen- Gracchi brothers, Cataline, Joan
ing of Alaska are also enrolled of Arc, Cromwell, Germaine
Greer, the Berrigan brothers,
in the course.
both students and faculty to the
course.
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Look for Heidelberg Alt at
better specialty shops,
grocery stores and taverns.
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More information can be obtained today and tomorrow in
the chaplain's office, Pigott 301,
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. or by
calling Stanley Bailey, 329-4239.

There's more than a shade of
difference to Heidelberg Alt.
This is a true, heavy-brewed,
highly hopped beverage.
car< keer more daring
character brewed in
America to European
standards of excellence.
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Ivan Illich and Erich Fromm.
THE THREE-CREDIT passfail course was first offered fall
quarter '71. This quarter it was
offered on an independent study
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Christmas-here and 'round the world
Christ's birth celebrated

historically yet religiously
His later coming toman through the Old Testament.
by Robyn Fritz
an event which is daily
The Advent season closes with
grace,
has
mean
come
to
Christmas
the commemoration of the birth
in the Mass.
people.
celebrated
things
to different
many
Since the actual date of of Christ. It is the recognition
But for the Christian, with his
thoughts and actions directed Christ's birth was unknown, the that Christbecameman to make
us His brothers, in order that
to salvation through Christ, the early Church was faced with the
true, and only, meaning of task of choosing a date appro- we, reborn in Him, might also
God. Thus,
Christmas is the celebration of priate for the celebration of the become children ofnight
of our
the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, event. After much deliberation, Christmas is the
the Church Fathers chose the spiritual rebirth.
the Son of God.
The feast of the Epiphany,
In modern times, the Christ- winter solstice for Christmas
supplant
which
is celebrated Jan. 6, prothey
because
to
season,
begins
desired
which
on
the
mas
longs
the
pagan
the
fesChristmas celebration
and
ends
and
Christianize
first Sunday of Advent
on Candlemas, Feb. 2, has cen- tivities long associated with the by recognizing the manifestation
to the entire world of Christ as
tered around the commemora- birth of the sun-god.
HENCE,THE BIRTHof Christ, the Son of God and the Redeenrtion of the Savior's birth. The
dominant theme of the season who is the true Sun-god, who er of man. It is also a celebrahas come to be Christ's first brings light into the world and tion of the union of Christ with
coming in the flesh. It is, thus, defeats the darkness of hell, is His Church.
AND CANDLEMAS, the feast
a celebration of the historical appropriately celebrated at the
manifestation of the Redeemer time the sun begins its ascent of the Purification, is a continuapromised to man by God in the and nature begins its prepara- tion of the personal encounter
tions for spring.
Old Testament.
between Christ and His Church.
BUT THE STRESS on the hisThe season is also symbolic of
To the Christian,Christmas is
torical fact of Christ's birth is the struggle of the Church a solemn, sacred feast celebratonly one part of the total mean- through the darkness of sin ing the birth of the Savior of the
ing of Christmas. This great toward the Light of Christ and world. It is a recognition of the
giftof peace bestowedupon man
Christian feast also has an es- of salvation.
Because of the sacredness and —peace between God and man,
chatological meaning in that
Christmas is also a celebration solemnity of Christmas, the between men and within man
of Christ's final coming to man Church has felt it necessary to himself.
And it is a time of joy because
at the endof time.
prepare her children for its celeAnd, of course, the liturgy, bration. This is the purpose of the Savior who would reconcile
which is also concerned with the the Advent season, which is also man with his heavenly Father
present reality, makes Christ's symbolic of man's waiting for and bring the kingdom of God to
historical coming the symbol of the Redeemer as witnessed in man has come at last.

In the Philippines

Teatro reconstructing nativity play

enjoyable experience for people
of all ages.
by.J. Wright Hotchkiss
The performers include: Marj
Over a bountiful table of food,
Bly. Paul Brown, Mitch Caddy,
Musicians include Charles Ann Conroy, Bill Howard, Mary wine and candlelight our friend
Bradley, oboe; San-Dah Lok, Krielkamp, Chuck Martin, Chris Ben said, "Dear God, bless this
viola; and Dan Sreebney. clari- Notske, Maggie Penne, Leslie Christmas dinner. We thank you
Wil- for our bountiful blessings."
net. They and —Fr. Waters do Kay Sommerville and Jim
This year we combined our spean excellent job adding great- bee.
deserves
cial meal with our friends up
Leslie
Sommerville
spirit.
ly to the festive
special attention in her role as the hill.
Ileaned back on the blue and
THE PLAY itself consists of the angel, in addition to the
green
job
she
coscushions still savoring the
did
as
including:
tremendous
seven short scenes
ribs
and pumpkin pie. "Perbeef
designer.
tume
Birth,
Call to Mary, Journey and
REMAINING performances in- sonally," I said, "I'd give anyShepherds in the Field, Journey
James thing for some nice warm weathof the Kings, Herod, and tho clude appearances at St.
and er. As much as Ilike Puget
p.m.
tonight
at
7
enKings.
Cathedral
The
Adoration of the
Sound, give me a good old palm
night
St.
Catherat
tire action takes place within tomorrow
Avenue, tree and
and
Bth
ine's,
N.E.
81st
" an extra dose of sunhour.
one
shine!
at
p.m.
be
a
8:30
very
That hour proves to
"NOT A CHANCE," someone
and that played at intervals
throughout the play was arranged and conducted by Fr.
Kevin Waters, S.J.

by Margaret Enos
Teatro Inigo's York Nativity

Players, have been on the road
throughout this week with The
York Nativity Play. Their tour
circuit consisted of performances in churches throughout
the Seattle area.
The play, directed by Ken
Kurtenbach,' is adapted from
the English, York Cycle of Mystery Plays written in 1340 A.D.

THESE PLAYS were originally presented as a means of
educating the people in regard
to

■

biblical stories, Kurtenbach

pointedout.
The Nativity play is just what
its name infers a reconstruction of the time surrounding the
birth of Christ. Therefore it is
a festive and gay seasonal production.
Presented in its original form,
the play depicts the history of
English theater as well. For
example, the church was the
setting for early English plays
with very informal sets. The entrance of the players with costumes and props in hand is reminiscent of this time period.

—

Area blacks emphasizing
talent,not commercialism
"We want to celebrate Christmas a different way— without
trees, Santa Clauses and giftgiving," Connie Raeford, of the
Black Student Union, said recently.

Cr, jn r-oniun^tir*^ wWi the
BSU's of the University of Washington, Seattle Central Com-

through Dec. 17.
The emphasis of this celebration "will be Black talent and
Black personalities," according
to Ms. Raeford. She added that
the celebration will also be af-

filiated with the Black Arts/West, with whom she has been
associated with professionally.
munity College, Bellevue ComTentative location for the
munity College and Grace
rVmtvh in tVio Cpr>trp\ Ar "1. tie celebration is Campion Tower.
University's BSU is putting on "If we can't have Campion, then
a three-day celebration begin- we'll have it at the Firehouse at
ning Dec. 15 and running 722 Cherry," Ms. Raeford said.

WHILE THE script remains in
verse, the language has been
updated for better understanding.
The play opens and closes
with choral numbers in which
the entire cast takes part. The
music in these two numbers,

Natives have longest Christmas

To the students:
As we separate to.enjoy the Christmas season with
loved
ones and friends, may we carry the spirit of
our
the first Christmas in our hearts and may we, during the
new year, dedicate ourselves to a world at peace, with
equality and justice for all.
It is my privilege in the name of the faculty and staff
to wish you and your families every blessing at Christmas
time and great success in all your endeavors.
Louis Gaffney, S. J.
President

by Dr. Erlinda Rustia
In no other part of the world
is the Christmas season
stretched so long as it is in the
Philippines.
By the middle of December,
when the northeast wind the
"hanging amihan"
starts to
blow in earnest, the Filipino
knows it is time to start celebrating Christmas. In all towns,
the season starts with the first
"misa de gallo," so-called because it begins before the cocks
crow and ends when they do.
This series of Masses ends on
Dec. 24 with the Midnight Mass.

— —

Samoa-guitars, dancing, "umu" all a
part of opulent big family reunion
by Lyn Kruse

Christmas for the Samoan
youth starts on Christmas Eve
with a dance at the local dance
hall for all ages. At about 11
p.m., all the churches have mid-

night services.
At exactly midnight, church
bells begin to chime and the
people file out of church to wish
each other a Merry Christmas.
The young people spend the better part of the night strolling
along the road playing their guitars and singing songs and enjoyingthe night.
AT THE CRACK of dawn, the
young men wake up to prepare
the 'umu' (Samoan oven of red
hot stones covered with green
leaves). Most of the food will
be baked in this oven including
the Christmas pudding.
While the food is cooking in
the umu, the family goes to the
Christmas morning service and
by the time they get back, the
food will be ready. The whole
family gathers at the grandparents' home, this includes fathers,
mothers, sisters, brothers, cousins, aunts, uncles and each family brings in their contribution
to the feast.
The young people lay out the
food on the floor on specially
woven mats covered with ba-

gedon the floor andafter a fair- just as much a villageaffair as
ly lengthy prayer of thanksgiv- it is a family affair.
IN THE EVENING, another
ing by the father, they begin
meal is served followed by a
their Christmas feast.
SPECIAL FOOD is prepared short period of recreation and
for the occasion— a fair-sized then each family gathers into
roast pig, chicken, shrimp, their own home to offer their
crabs, fish, octopus cooked in prayers of thanksgiving which
coconut cream, taros, bananas, last for about an hour. Thisis a
breadfruit and 'palusami' (coco- very important part of the day
nut cream with taro leaves) and it is essential that every
baked in the umu.
member of the familyis present.
Usually one or two of the
The young people then are free
younger members of the family to go out. They usually gather
are sent to the pastor's house around the village green or
with a basket of food specially stroll along the road playing
prepared. They will join in the their guitars and singing Samofeast there.
an Christmas and folk songs unThe feast is followed by the til the early hours of the mornreading of Christmas cards and ing.
the distribution of presents. The
S.U.s Samoan students expect
young people are then free to to spend a very American
do what they like.
Christmas with relatives who
THERE ARE all sorts of ac- have been here a long time
tivities going on. Some families and have adopted the American
go on picnics, there are cricket style of Christmas.

DURING THE WHOLE period
of nine Masses, the churchyards
are filled with food stalls where
the churchgoers go for their
breakfast. The foodoffered there
varies according to the regions.
In the town of Bulacan, where
Icome from, the food consists
of "puto bumbong," a glutinous
rice cake which comes out of
bamboo tubes after a steaming
process and has a rich violet
color from the
" grains used, the
"pirurutong; the "bibingka,"
another type of rice cake with
eggs and cheese and cooked with
fire above and below the round

earthen mold. This is served
with butter and grated coconut,
in the town gathers momentum.
Five days before Christmas, the
The Filipinos being predominantly Catholic, the church becomes a beehive of people coming and going the days before
Christmas. No matter how busy
the housewives are with the
preparations for the comingholy
day, they always find time to
go to church with the family
for confession. The average Filipino still cannot conceive of
Christmas without Mass and
communion.
In most towns of Central Luzon, the activity in church is
also due to the "panuluyan," an
adaption of the Spanish "posada"—a carry-overof the Spanish times. This is the annual reenactment of the trek of Joseph
and Mary as they looked for a
place in the inns; it starts and
ends in the churchyard.
AT ABOUT 9 p.m. of Dec. 24,
the churchbells ring signaling
the departure, from the churchyard, of the group to stage the
"panuluyan." In this group are
a man and a woman dressed as
Joseph and Mary who play the
roles every year. Accompanied
by the town's brass band, the
group windsits way to the houses included in its symbolic itin-

rejects the plea made from the
street, leaves the house, and rejoins the group.
AH pass to the next house
where the entire performanceis
repeated. This round of the town
is timed to end at almost midnight, back in the churchyard.
The arrival of the group there
is marked by the pealing of the

bells. This also calls the faithful to the Midnight Mass.
CHRISTMAS DAY breaks on
the town with children's voices
as they go from house to house
to kiss the hands of their elders
and thus earn their "aguinaldo."
No matter how poor a family
may be, it is a long-sustained,
tacit agreement among the elders that Christmas is for the
young. Consequently, all families set aside some provisions
for these young people when
they drop in on Christmas day.
Dressed in their Christmas
best, these children roam the
streets the whole day of Christmas, "raiding" the houses of
godparents, relatives and family
friends for the expected "aguinaldo." The grown-upsexpect this
deluge of children and are prepared for it although some poor
sports go out of town to avoid
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said.

Ipaused to look at their tree
with its handmadebeaded ornaments. "I really like your tree.
We could see it almost a block
away when we came up the
street. How did you get it up-

stairs?"

"It's almost nine feet tall,"
Ben volunteered. "I gave Mary
the top end and I shoved the
stump. We had it filling up the
stairwell for over a half hour
while Itried to turn it around
the lower landing."
F UL," my
"IT'S B E A U TI
spouse said. "We'll have to
show you our blue spruce. It's
so realistic you can hardly tell
it from a cut one except it

doesn't smell or shed."
"We opened our presents
Christmas Eve so the holiday
will pretty much be over in a
couple hours. Then it's time to
pack it off to the basement for
another year."
"It's curious," Isaid, the liqueur making me more reflect
tive than normal, "every year
my sister, that nut on ecology
and recycling, complains that
it's ecologically unsound to cut
down evergreens. Washington
would go broke it they DIDN'T
cut the trees. Then, my family
waits until about December 23
debating ecology all the while.
Then they buy a lopsided, dried
out pine from the American Legion. What a hassle.
"WE SOLVED that problem
for ourselves by buying the artificial tree. After two or three
years you've used it enough to
make the added cost worth it."
"It just wouldn't seem right
not having a 'REAL one," Mary
interjected, gazing at theirs. "It
just wouldn't be like the Christmas we always had at home."
"It doesn't really bother me
very much," I
said. "We like to
have something to put our gifts
under and it's a warm sight to
see the tree through the window
when we come home in the eve-

Jewish 'holid
not answer tc
Jewish

the expense.
It is really expensivebecause
the children bring along their
friends, all of whom expect a
shining coin for a peck at the
hand; but this is part of Philippine Christmas, this taking over
of the towns by the children,
and it adds to the gaiety of the
day, dismaying though it may
be to some Scrooges.
ANY FILIPINO away from
home can close his eyes and

visualize his hometown Christmas and Iam sure he will see
a noisy group of children, walking
hand in hand, filling the
matches, volleyball and other
streets with their number and
IT WILL be a very different
types of games on the village
their voices as they compare
green. There is a general atmos- experience, as the sense of the
"aguinaldos."
No Philippine
celebrating
erary.
community
all
phere of goodwill and festivity
These houses are brightly Christmas is complete without
throughout the village, because Christmas together will not be
in each family it is emphasized present and the food will be lighted and gaily festooned. these children.
The Christmas season conthat Christmas is the birthday much different from that in Sa- When the group arrives, a memthe Feast
ber detaches himself from the tinues unabated untilspite
of the Redeemer, therefore they moa.
of the
Kings. In
to
and
to
the
house.
of
Three
goes
up
they
relook
forward
rest
However,
love
and
must show their
liturgical calenchanges
Joseph
pleads
in
the
one
of
the
the
street,
as
From
through
their it with excitement
spect for Him
Filipinos still celebrate up
numerous new things they have for a night's lodging in rather dar,
actions toward other people.
January 6th, the old date of
declamatory
Filipino.
The
man
to
experiencing
in
the
be
aspect
important
An
of
the
and
will
nana leaves. Members of the
whoearlier went up to thehouse the feast.
family (hen sit down cross-leg- Samoan Christmas is that it is U.S.
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It must be twenty years since the place was
painted. But you won't be able to tell it
when the job's done. And while you're
working, the great taste of Coca-Cola
keeps everybody happy.
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Channukah is not "the
answer to Christmas," stated
Dan Sreebny, organizer of the
Jewish Club on campus.
Also known as the "Holiday
of Lights," it is the Jewish
celebration commemorating the
Jews' freedom from religious
persecution. Before their return
to Jerusalem, the Jewish people
suffered much persecution in
Israel under Greek rule. They
rebelled in what was perhaps
the first war fought for freedom
of religion.
THE HOLIDAY started last
Thursday and runs through tomorrow. The length of the celebration is attributed to a miracle which occurred upon the
Jews return to Jerusalem.
Their belief states that upon
entering the temple the Eternal Light, which is always lit,
was very low on oil. They had
enough oil to keep it lit for one
or two days. It is said, how-
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Christmas-here and' Wound the world

birth celebrated
lly yet religiously
His later coming toman through the Old Testament.
The Advent season closes with
grace, an event which is daily
the commemorationof the birth
celebrated in the Mass.
Since the actual date of of Christ. It is the recognition
Christ's birth was unknown, the that Christbecame man to make
early Church was faced with the us His brothers, in order that
task of choosing a date appro- we, reborn in Him, might also
priate for the celebration of the become children of God. Thus,
event. After much deliberation, Christmas is the night of our
the Church Fathers chose the spiritual rebirth.
winter solstice for Christmas
The feast of the Epiphany,
because they desired to supplant which is celebrated Jan. 6, proand Christianize the pagan fes- longs the Christmas celebration
tivities long associated with the by recognizing the manifestation
birth of the sun-god.
to the entire world of Christ as
HENCE,THEBIRTHof Christ, the Son of God and the Redeemwho is the true Sun-god, who er of man. It is also a celebrabrings light into the world and tion of the union of Christ with
defeats the darkness of hell, is His Church.
AND CANDLEMAS, the feast
appropriately celebrated at the
time the sun begins its ascent of the Purification, is a continuaand nature begins its prepara- tion of the personal encounter
tions for spring.
between Christ and His Church.
The season is also symbolic of
To the Christian, Christmas is
the struggle of the Church a solemn, sacred feast celebratthrough the darkness of sin ing the birth of the Savior of the
toward the Light of Christ and world. It is a recognition of the
gift of peace bestowedupon man
of salvation.
Because of the sacredness and —peace between God and man,
solemnity of Christmas, the between men and within man
Church has felt it necessary to himself.
prepareher children for its celeAnd it is a time of joy because
bration. This is the purpose of the Savior who would reconcile
the Advent season, which is also man with his heavenly Father
symbolic of man's waiting for and bring the kingdom of God to
the Redeemer as witnessed in man has come at last.

aye

Teatro reconstructing nativity play

and that played at intervals enjoyable experience for people
throughout the play was ar- of all qges.
The performers include: Marj
ranged and conducted by Fr.
Bly. Paul Brown, Mitch Caddy,
Kevin Waters, S.J.
Musicians include Charles Ann Conroy, Bill Howard, Mary
Bradley, oboe; San-Dah Lok, Krielkamp, Chuck Martin, Chris
viola; and Dan Sreebney clari- Notske, Maggie Penne, Leslie
net. They and Fr. Waters do Kay Sommerville and Jim Wilan excellent job adding great- bee.
Leslie Somrneryille deserves
ly to the festive spirit.
special attention in her role as
THE PLAY itself consists of the angel, in addition to the
seven short scenes including: tremendous job she did as cosCall to Mary, Journey and Birth, tume designer.
REMAINING performancesinShepherds in the Field, Journey
appearances at St. James
Herod,
Kings,
and
tho
clude
of the
Adoration of the Kings. The en- Cathedral tonight at 7 p.m. and
tire action takes place within tomorrow night at St. Catherine's, N.E. 81st and Bth Avenue,
one hour.
That hour proves to be a very at 8:30 p.m.

by Margaret Enos
Teatro Inigo's York Nativity

Players, have been on the road
throughout this week with The
York Nativity Play. Their tour
circuit consisted of performances in churches throughout

—

the Seattle area.
The play, directed by Ken
Kurtenbach, is adapted from
the English, York Cycle of Mystery Plays written in 1340 A.D.

THESE PLAYS were originally presented as a means of
educating the people in regard
to biblical stories, Kurtenbach
pointedout.
The Nativityplay
— is just what
its name infers a reconstruction of the time surrounding the
birth of Christ. Therefore it is
a festive and gay seasonal pro-

Area blacks emphasizing
talent, not commercialism

duction.

Presented in its original form,
the play depicts the history of
English theater as well. For
example, the church was the
setting for early English plays
with very informal sets. The entrance of the players with costumes and props in hand is reminiscent of this time period.

"We want to celebrate Christmas a different way— without
trees, Santa Clauses and giftgiving," Connie Raeford, of the
Black Student Union, said re-

cently.

Co jn ronjun^tirv1 wWi the
BSU's of the University of Washington, Seattle Central Community College, Bellevue Community College and Grace
ffcurfh in tho Ppntrp] AroJ*. *he
University's BSU is putting on
a three-day celebration beginning Dec. 15 and running

WHILE THE script remains in
verse, the language has been
updated for better understanding.
The play opens and closes
with choral numbers in which
the entire cast takes part. The
music in these two numbers,

longest Christmas

DURING THE WHOLE period
of nine Masses, the churchyards
are filled with food stalls where
the churchgoers go for their
breakfast. The foodoffered there
varies according to the regions.
In the town of Bulacan, where
Icome from, the food consists
of "puto bumbong," a glutinous
rice cake which comes out of
bamboo tubes after a steaming
process and has a rich violet
color from the
" grains used, the
"pirurutong; the "bibingka,"
another type of rice cake with
eggs and cheese and cooked with
fire above and below the round
earthen mold. This is served
with butter and grated coconut,
in the town gathers momentum.
Five days before Christmas, the
The Filipinos being predominantly Catholic, the church becomes a beehive of people coming and going the days before
Christmas. No matter how busy
the housewives are with the
preparationsfor the coming holy
day, they always find time to
go to church with the family
for confession. The average Filipino still cannot conceive of
Christmas without Mass and

by- J. Wright Hotchkiss
Over a bountiful table of food,
wine and candlelight our friend
Ben said, "Dear God, bless this
Christmas dinner. We thank you
for our bountiful blessings."
This year we combined our special meal with our friends up
the hill.
Ileaned back on the blue and
green cushions still savoring the
beef ribs andpumpkin pie. "Personally," Isaid, "I'd give anything for some nice warm weather. As much as Ilike Puget
Sound, give me a good old palm
tree and an extra dose of sunshine!"
"NOT A CHANCE," someone
said.
Ipaused to look at their tree
with its handmadebeaded ornaments. "I really like your tree.
We could see it almost a block
away when we came up the
street. How did you get it up-

through Dec. 17.
The emphasis of this celebra- stairs?"
"It's almost nine feet tall,"
tion "will be Black talent and Ben
volunteered. "I gave Mary
Black personalities," according
top
the
end and Ishoved the
that
to Ms. Raeford. She added
We
stump.
had it filling up the
the celebration will also be afstairwell
for
over a half hour
the
Black
with
Arts/filiated
West, with whom she has been while Itried to turn it around
the lower landing."
associated with professionally.
"IT'S BEAUTIFU L," my
Tentative location for the spouse said. "We'll have to
celebration is Campion Tower. show you our blue spruce. It's
"If we can't have Campion, then so realistic you can hardly tell
we'll have it at the Firehouse at it from a cut one except it
722 Cherry," Ms. Raeford said. doesn't smell or shed."
"We opened our presents
Christmas Eve so the holiday
will pretty much be over in a
couple hours. Then it's time to
pack it off to the basement for

another year."
"It's curious," Isaid, the liqueur making me more reflective than normal, "every year
my sister, that nut on ecology
and recycling, complains that
it's ecologically unsound to cut
down evergreens. Washington
would go broke it they DIDN'T

rejects the plea made from the
street, leaves the house, and rejoins the group.
All pass to the next house
where the entire performance is
repeated.This round of the town
is timed to end at almost midnight, back in the churchyard.
The arrival of the group there
is marked by the pealing of the

bells. This also calls the faithful to the Midnight Mass.

CHRISTMAS DAY breaks on
the town with children's voices
as they go from house to house
to kiss the hands of their elders
and thusearn their "aguinaldo."
No matter how poor a family
may be, it is a long-sustained,
tacit agreement among the elders that Christmas is for the
young. Consequently, all families set aside some provisions
for these young people when
they drop in on Christmas day.
Dressed in their Christmas
best, these children roam the
streets the whole day of Christmas, "raiding" the houses of
godparents,relatives and family
friends for the expected"aguinaldo." The grown-upsexpect this
deluge of children and are precommunion.
for it although some poor
In most towns of Central Lu- pared
zon, the activity in church is sports go out of town to avoid
also due to the "panuluyan," an the expense.
It is really expensivebecause
adaption of the Spanish "pothe
children bring along their
Spanthe
carry-overof
sada"—a
friends,
all of whom expect a
reish times. This is the annual
shining coin for a peck at the
enactment of the trek of Joseph hand;
but this is part of Philipand Mary as they looked for a
Christmas, this taking over
place in the inns; it starts and pine
of the towns by the children,
ends in the churchyard.
and it adds to the gaiety of the
AT ABOUT 9 p.m. of Dec. 24, day, dismaying though it may
the churchbells ring signaling be to some Scrooges.
the departure, from the churchANY FILIPINO away from
yard, of the group to stage the
"panuluyan." In this group are home can close his eyes and
a man and a woman dressed as visualize his hometown ChristJoseph and Mary who play the mas and Iam sure he will see
roles every year. Accompanied a noisy group of children, walkby the town's brass band, the ing hand in hand, filling the
group winds its way to the hous- streets with their number and
es included in its symbolic itin- their voices as they compare
"aguinaldos." No Philippine
erary.
These houses are brightly Christmas is complete without
lighted and gaily festooned. these children.
The Christmas season conWhen the group arrives, a member detaches himself from the tinues unabated until the Feast
rest and goes up to the house. of Three Kings. In spite of the
From the street, Joseph pleads changes in the liturgical calenfor a night's lodging in rather dar. Filipinos still celebrate up
declamatory Filipino. The man to January 6th, the old date of
who earlier went up to thehouse the feast.

Togetherness, friends
make a restful day
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It must be twenty years since the place was
painted. But you won't be able to tell it
when the job's done. And while you're
working, the great taste of Coca-Cola
keeps everybody happy.

I
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cut the trees. Then, my family
waits until about December 23
debating ecology all the while.
Then they buy a lopsided, dried
out pine from the American Legion. What a hassle.
"WE SOLVED that problem
for ourselves by buying the artificial tree. After two or three
years you've used it enough to
make the added cost worth it."
"It just wouldn't seem right
not having a REAL one," Mary
interjected, gazing at theirs. "It
just wouldn't be like the Christmas we always had at home."
"It doesn't really bother me
very much," Isaid. "We like to
have something to put our gifts
under and it's a warm sight to
see the tree through the window
when we come home in the eve-

ning. It off-sets somewhat the
commercialization of Christmas
you just can't get away from
around Seattle, or any town for
that matter."
A group of kids singing "Joy
to the World" passed under the
windows. We looked outside, listening.
"It was pleasant no really
nice spending the day together
at home. Even watching the
football game wasn't bad when
we had the whole,uninterrupted
day to do it," Isaid.
"It was almost uninterrupted.
We walked the dog and took the
sled over to the ropedoff hill
around noon," my spouse said.
"HOW WAS IT?" Mary asked.
They never quite understand
why we would rather water ski
and get a tan than race down a
ski run, or go to the beach insteadof plowing through a snow
drift. You can tell we're transplants to this area, can't you?
"The sledding hill was pretty
empty," my spouse answered.
"Most of the kids were home trying out their new toys. You
really get a good ride down that
hill. You should try it!"
"We didn't stay all that long.
It was so cold," Isaid, glancing
from the faces of our friends to
my spouse. "We got up around
10 o'clock and then talked to
both sets of parents by phone."
THE WIND BLEW viciously
around the corners of our
friend's apartment. Even the
driftwood piled in their fireplace-like niche seemed cozier
than usual. Ben and Mary told
about the gifts they had sent to
their numerous relatives.
Ithought back to the day in
early December when, complying wtih the post office's pleas
to "mail early," we ran out of
the house with four packages
destined for our parents and
grandmothers on the east coast.
Ithought: "How few people
we honored, but how dearly we
love the ones we carefully shopped for. We lovingly, not dutifully, sent my dad a decorative
clock for his new office and my'
mother-in-law a knitted cape.
THE CHRISTMAS spirit for us
is the spirit of giving a token of
love to those far away. When
buying for them we really spend
a few minutes thinking about
them personally.
THAT thought was perhapsthe
most important thing we did
this Christmas, except maybe
what we told our friends when
we were leaving for home: "You
know, this Christmas was spe-

— —

cial because we spent a part of
it with both of you."

Jewish 'holiday of lights'
not answer to Christmas
ever,
work of
Channukah is not "the Jewish
answer to Christmas," stated
Dan Sreebny, organizer of the
Jewish Club on campus.
Also known as the "Holiday
of Lights," it is the Jewish
celebration commemorating the

Jews' freedom from religious
persecution. Before their return
to Jerusalem, the Jewish people
suffered much persecution in
Israel under Greek rule. They
rebelled in what was perhaps
the first war fought for freedom
of religion.
THE HOLIDAY started last
Thursday and runs through tomorrow. The length of the celebration is attributed to a miracle which occurred upon the
Jews return to Jerusalem.
Their belief states that upon
entering the temple the Eternal Light, which is always lit,
was very low on oil. They had
enough oil to keep it lit for one
or two days. It is said, how-

that through a
God the light burned for eight
days, time enough for them to
refurbish their supply.
Sreebny pointed out that
while it is not one of the most
important of the religious holidays it is certainly one of the
most popular.

TRADITIONALLY the family
lights one candle every night
at sundown and the children are
given either small gifts or small
amounts of money. Special food
is also prepared including potato Latkes (similar to potato
pancakes) and Sufganiot or donuts with various jams in the
center.
Dreidals, toys which resemble
a top, are also enjoyed by the
children during this time. The
dreidal is spun and, depending
upon which of the four Hebrew
initials for the saying, "a great
miracle happened there" turns
up, a certain amount of money
is won.
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Newsbriefs

Medicine, music and Christ's teachings
are main loves of the people person

time sheets due

Work-study and non-work study students employed by the University are to turn in their time sheets to the Financial Aid Office
by noon Tuesday. They should attach a self-addressed, stamped
by Bey Avants
envelope so that checks may be forwarded directly to the student.
"He's
a people person. He's
Also, all students receiving any form of financial aid through
one
of
the
best pastoral priests
the University and who will not be returning winter quarter must I've ever had the privilege of
contact the financial aidoffice prior to Dec. 15 for an exit interview. working with." The "peopleperInterviews are held in Room 110, Bookstore building.
son" is Fr. Joseph A. Maguire,
S.J., University Chaplain.
Fr. Eugene Delmore, S.J., asLocators are now on sale in the bookstore. They are priced at sistant chaplain, made the above
statement in reference to him.
$1 each.
Fr. Maguire will take a sabbatical leave at the end of this quarter to audit courses in scripture
IntercollegiateKnights are sponsoring a pre-game rally tomor- at Fordham University in New
York.
row at the Tabard Inn before the S.U.-U.W. game.
Fr. Maguire came to S.U.
It is slated from 4:30-6 p.m. and beer, costing 15 cents a glass,
will be served. There is no admission charge and the function is from New York in 1965 where
he had completed final spiritual
open to all students.
After the game, a post-game rally is being sponsored by the training before taking his first
Alumni Association and the golf and tennis teams. It will be in the position as a chaplain here. A
Nisqually Room, across from the Seattle Center Coliseum. Refresh- graduate of Gonzaga University,
he enteredthe Jesuit order after
ments will be available.
Basketball Coaches Bill O'Connor, Dave Bike and John Burnley completing a pre-med course of
will be featured guests. All students over 21 are invited to attend study there.
"MEDICINE, MUSIC and
and are welcome to bring a friend, according to Bill Meyer, coach
Christ's teachings have been the
of the golf team.
three important interests in my
life. Ithink I've fulfilled the desires and needs of all these
"Ka Leo Hui O Nani," the Hawaiian Club choir, will give a areas," he said.
Christmas performance for the residents of Marycrest Villa this
As a member of S.U.s choir
Saturday, Dec. 9, at 2 p.m.
for two years, he's put his muAs a community service project, the choir will present Hawai- sical background to use. Singing
ian Christmas carols and dances.
with three other priests in a
The choir is under the direction of Kalei Ka, a senior majoring quartet named the Four Fathin community services. With this performance and additional ers, he recorded an album durChristmas caroling throughout, the Seattle area, "Ka Leo Hui O ing his days at Alma College.
Nani" hopes to express the traditional, yet unique, HawaiianChrist- His musical background goes
mas spirit, according to Dick Stoicovy, Hawaiian Club publicity back even farther to his service
as director of a high school glee
director.
club for three years.
The chaplain described the
greatest enjoyment of his posiA Phi O members will be coming to the dorm rooms beginning tion as "daily contact with the
Monday to collect books for their book sale.
students and the realization that
A Phi O's have elected new officers for winter quarter. They Christ is using me to be of some
are: Frank Fennerty, president; Allen Lee, Ist vice pres.; Steve help in their spiritual formaHooper, 2nd vice pres.; Conrad Hauser, treasurer; Fred Robinson, tion."
Chuck Slowe, an Xavier resisecretary; Bob Vanina, social chairman; Leo Sander, sergeant at
dent assistant last year, said,
arms, and Captain Meeltan, advisor.
Also, 14 pledges had their final review and were accepted into "In my experience with Fr..Maguire Ifound that he relates to
the fraternity Tuesday night.
the students better than any
priests I've come in contact
with.He has a place in his heart
There will be no bus to the S.U.-U.W. game tomorrow but there for everyone."
will be a car pool formed to take students needing rides to the
MIKE THOMAS, a senior in
game, according to Jeff Jones, ASSU publicity director.
sociology, remembers a Mass in
The cars will begin taking riders at 6:30 p.m. in front of Bel- Campion two years ago in which
larmine Hall.
Fr. Maguire used the letter of a
sixth grader as his homily". A
quote from that letter remains
a favorite of Fr. Maguire's.
The Hiyu Coolees will celebrate New Year's at the Irish Cabin Thomas and BillLynch, a senior
Saturday throughMonday, December 30 to January 1. The cabin is in psychology, recalled it:
located just outside the northwest corner of Mt. Rainier National "God made the birds to fly
Park. See the bulletin board in the L.A. building. Sign-ups will be
and they fly.
held today through finals week.
Godmade the fishes to swim—
and they swim.

locators hove arrived

pre-game/post-qame rallies slated

Hawaiian choir will perform

a phi o book drive

—

"No matter how skeptical peoGod made man to love— "
ple are, no matter how pressing
and why doesn't he?"
Fr.Maguire considers another a situation is, he remains colhappy reward of his position to lective."
The feelings of many students
be the marriages which he per-

ism,

admires his calm manner.
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contacted by this reporter were
in accord when they said simply, "We'll miss him."
Fr. Maguire plans to return
for the graduation exercises in
the spring.

forms joining S.U. couples. "I
had 31 weddings in 1971 and 18
from June to September of this
year alone," he said proudly.
Sue Lav, a senior in journal-

car pool for friday's game

Ihiyu coolies plan new year's bash

photo by ginny wolje
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Remember:
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Need a
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Reg. $1.75
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Limit of one per coupon
Expires Dec. 15, 1972
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For Your Instama+ic Camera

Kodak Film
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Shopping...

! large selectionof |

Candles
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BASKINS-ROBBINS 31 ICE CREAM
324 Broadway East— EA 5-3130
(Iwodway tor <md tot HorrUow)

THE NICEST GIFT OF AM*
ISKNOWING SOMEONE CARES.

TJiorstenson's Pharmacy
3-2707
1000- Madison St.—
MA
—
Hours; Monday Friday. 9 a.m. 7p.m.
Saturday. 9:30 4:30
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SPORTS

Chieftains face revenge bid Friday
against Huskies in Coliseum
by EviePech
Revenge will be the

name
of the game tomorrow night
when the Chiefs battle the
Huskies at 8 p.m. in the Seattle
Center Coliseum.
The cross-town series has
been discouraging for the Chiefs
in past years. So far, the series
record stands at S.U. 2. U.W. 5.
Last year was especially humiliating for the Chiefs. In the
first clash, the Huskies ran
away with a 74-96 win. The
second game,played at the Hec
Edmundsen Pavilion and filmed live for West Coast television viewing, was nearly as embarrassing. The final tally
showed S.U.. 79. U.W. 91.
Friday's game could be labeled as the battle of the unbeatens. U. W. Coach Mary Harshman brings his team into the
first of the series with a 3-0
record; S.U. stands at 2-0. With
both teams so hyped-up, it
should prove to be an action-

CORNER
CHIEFTAIN
S.U.s Chiefs are on the warpath! Or maybe they're just
playing over their heads. Whatever the case, the feathered
five are unbeaten in two of the season's toughest games.
They dominated the ball in last week's Houston game
and played O'Connor's style to obvious success. Against the
Utah Aggies, the Chiefs won a less unified victory, not playing at all well in the second half.
NOW, IT'S ON THE Coliseum again Friday to dribble
and pass on the court with theHuskies.
U.W., like the two teams that the Chiefs have already

t en,
§IN

is' 3-0 going into the contest and looking for a 4-0

ord by Friday.
The Huskies are probably not at strong as was Hous, but could offer a threat to the Chief's budding record
f the S.U. cagers decide to revert back to last year's break
and run, big gun strategy.
ALL HONESTY, O'Connor's new style of play for
was probably the single most important factor
the two past victories.
The new coach has molded his squad into a new ball
club with a much more promising future.
The Chief's games are now more professional, more
exciting and obviously more successful than in the recent
;Chiefs

past.
YES, YOU COULD say that such observations are premature in view of only two games, but you could also say
that it's been a cold day you-know-where since the team

has played this way.
The Chiefs may gain the title of the 3-0 killers this Friday when they shoot against the Huskies.
My prediction Chiefs by a margin of four.

—

—photos fay ginny

wolfe

ROD DERLINE, THE CHIEF'S starting guard recently received an WCAC honor. He will also start in Friday's U.W.
contest.

WC AC names Chief's Derline player of week
Derline received the honor
Rod Derline, the 64" guard
for the Chiefs, has recently been after his 25-point performance
namedCo-Player of the Week by in the Houston University game
the West Coast Athletic Confer- on Dec. 2.
Over the past two contests, he
ence.

FINALS WEEK: TGIO
cellar tavern
Happy Hours:
Wed. and Thurs., 8-12 p.m.
Fri., 4-10 p.m.
1413 14th Avenue

has shot with .500 accuracy,
bringing in a two-game total of
41 points. This is a 20.50 point

per game average.
Derline is followed in the team
lead by Center Greg Williams,

who has brought in 38 points and
a 19 point per game average.
Bob Gross, the 66" forward,
is leading Seattle in the rebounds department with a total
of 21 grabs off the boards.

Gridiron slotings
Schedule for Men's Football

Play-offs
Saturday
9 a.m.— Spread vs Brewers
(game #1)
10 a.m.— Heimskringlas vs A Phi
O's (#2)
11 a.m.— Pilau Kane vs Soul
Hustlers (#3)
noon— St. Thomas vs IK's (#4)

3 p.m.— winner of #1 vs win-

ner of—#2 (#5)

4 p.m. winner of #3 vs winner of #4 (#6)
Sunday

1 p.m.— loser #5 vs loser #6
(for 3rd and 4th)
2 p.m. winner #5 vs winner

—

#6 (championship)

.s-ASVMrVW.w-w.vyw

Classified ads
CLEAN, 2 Urge bedrooms, modern,
fireplace, large garage and basement. EA 5-6331 after 6.

FURNISHED bachelor apt., near
S.U. $55. Utilities included. EA 4io| o

ST. PAUL " ARCADIA
EXCELLENT location, walking distance to S.U., spacious well furnishEd 2-3 bdrm. apts., suitable groups,
$135-$ l5O. Singles from $35. EA
5-0221.

Classified Ads Get Results
Call 626-6853

NBofC has an easier way
to protect your funds.
No bones about it. An NBofC savings account is the
easiest way to protect your funds. Your money earns
daily interest compounded daily and is available
whenever you need it.Openone today.

lNJJ* V>

OF COMMERCE
NATIONAL BANK
.accounts insured to «0.000

Member fx>Vc

each

oepositor.

First Hill Branch: 1201 Madison Street

packed event.
The Huskies will lead off with
Ron Williams and All-C oast
Louie Nelson at guard, veterans
Ray Price and Reggie Ball at
forward and 67" Jeff Hawes at
center. If Jeff is anything like
big brother Steve, things could
be rough for the Chieftains.
Coach Bill O'Connor plans to
stick with his winning quintet at
tip-off time. Co-captain Lenzy
Stuart and Rod "The Rifle"
Derline will start at guard, Ron
Howard and Bob Gross will
open at forward and Greg Williams will begin at center.

Derline was awarded the
WCAC Player of the Week title
for his endeavors in the Houston game. (See story below.)
Excellent reserved seating is
still available for Friday's
game, and may be obtained by
calling 626-5305.
Tickets are also available at
Fidelity Lane on 4th Avenue,
Vito's at 9th and Madison, The
Blue Line at 2nd and Denny,
The Doghouse at 7th and Bell
and the S.U. ticket office in
the Connolly P.E. Center 14th
and East Jefferson.
The preliminary game that
evening will pit the S.U. Papooses against the U.W. Junior
Varsity. That tip-off is scheduled for 5:50 p.m. Captain Jim

Ferguson has consistently showed impressive scoring statistics
in the J.V. games so far this

year.
The coveted Baylor-Houbregs
Trophy will be at stake in the
varsity game Friday. The winning tearm will keep the huge
silver goblet until the second
game of the series, slated for
Jan. 25 at Edmundson Pavilion.

-

PRUDENTIAL Insurance Company
Sale Sales Mgmt. $200 weekly. Call
Mr. Fernandei. MA 3-0484.
COMBINATION dishwasher bus boy.
and cafeteria wa ter for weekends.

,

Call RO 2-8666.

VS9

—

library
hours

Libraryholidayhours
Dec. 16, Saturday— closed
Dec. 17, Sunday closed
Dec. 18 throughDec. 22
Open8: 00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Dec.23 through Jan I—closed1 closed
Jan2 and3— Open8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.
Jan.4— Begin regular hours
The reading room hours are
the same as those above. Books
may be returned at all times
through the 10th Avenue and
11th Avenue book drops.

—

—

I

C|
ote to s.U. MU 2-5376.
j85 QNE bedroom, free parking.
_——_

VSXS9H
196S CORVAIR Monxa, automatic.
or offer. 774-5338 after 6.

$250

cpndance
Good Luck, Chieftains!

See ya after the game...
Have a good Yule!
8.C., Marie, Rick, Bill

—

u&i

OPTICAL

Examinations
Contact Lenses
Glasses
Repairs

EA 5-1214

616V? Broadway
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For students and vets

Can monogamy survive? College Career Clinic scheduled
topic

to

be

of discussions

Can monogamy survive? The
answer to that question, according to David Elder and Jeananne Oliphant of the Counseling
and Testing Center, is definitely

yes.

In accordance with that affirmation, they are planning to offer a group for married students
during winter quarter devoted
to the enrichment of monogamous marriage. The conceptual
framework will be based on the
current best seller "Open Marriage" by Nena and George O'Neill. A small group format will

be used with discussion focused
on such topics as assumptions

masses

Company, Inc.,
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GEORGE'S TOPS 24
Restaurant
—
Free Parking at Bth & Madison

j

diode)

W/tf^^^^

to
notation when 8-dig.t mantissa
conversion

The Texas instruments SR-10 electronic
calculator is warranted for a period of
one year from the original purchase date
against defective materials and workmanship to the original purchaser.

Good on ANY Beauty Service, Monday thru Thursday Only

Bright

'■■:'l' i^tj^fl^^^^andi

WARRANTY

CALf MA~"2TdO9
15% DISCOUNT wi+h this coupon

RELIABILITY.
red,

LED (light emitting
display with distinct
characters.
easy-to-read
The display plus othei
components
solid-state
a calculator-on-a-chip MOS/ISI circuit deliver long, trouble-free operation.

'

The 12-character (8-digit mantissa, 2
signs, 2-digit exponent) light emitting
diode display is clearly visible from cither hand-held or desk-top operation.
The readout shows all numerals, floating
decimal, negative signs, calculation overflow and error indications and a low
battery warning. The calculator will display numbers as large as ±9.9999999
X 10 ± lt!l (200 decade range).

to II:4S

HI "

BUILT-IN

\\
\^

\*_

SMALL, COMPACT DESIGN
An easy.to.use portable replacement

for the
classical slide rule, the SR-10 calculator comes
with a protective carrying case of quality vinyl
material

SPECIFICATIONS

,,

.

Read-out: Texas Instruments manufactured 10-

-

2

h

em|tti

disp|ay

indicates positive
Overflow? [ sign on display
Division by zero causes
calculation overflow.
positive calculation overflow. E indicates negat,ve calculation overflow.
Negative Sign: Minus s.gn appears on display
fQ dicate rue va |u6_negative or positive.
Power source: Three replaceable NiCad batter|es (AA size) that can be recharged hundreds
of times are provided. AC adapter charger input 115 volts /60 Hz or 220 volts /50 Hz. UL

»,

DISPLAY

W* $'
i

AC adapter/charger included to
charge batteries and operate calculator from household outlet. A
switch is provided on the AC
adapter/charger to permit operalion on 50 HZ/220V power

%\

calculations^Data

"THE PLATANIAS TRIO"

4

l>

——

overflows, and mixed
may be entered ,n free form, that ,s
floatmg point scientific notation or any
combination of the two.

9th & Madison
PROUDLY PRESENTS

I (Near Madison)
j open evenings by appointment

'

J^

v

The keyboard consists of 10 digit keys
plus decimal point and 12 function keys.
All keys are single function for simple
problem entry. In addition to the Standard four functions of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, other
SR-10 calculation capabilities include
reciprocals (1/x), squares (x-), square
-root (V x) change sign (+- ), scientific

at

I 1009 Boren Avenue
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GEORGE'S Tops 24 Restaurant

jsp^»

RECHARGEABLE NI-CAD BATTERIES FOR LOW-COST OPERATION.
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Your postmistress

Jjtyle Latest
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— Sun., 6:30

SR-10 allows most calculations possible with
classical slide rules, but with split-second
accuracy.
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Jesuit Fathers, Brothers, Faculty, Staff,
and Students
Wishing You The Blessings of Christmas
and
Every Happiness in the New Year

Nightly Tues.-Sat., 8:30 to 1 :45

—
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The clinic is free of charge to
students.

FULLY PORTABLE, SLIDE RULE
the
perat,
CALCULATOR. Eas>

V
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TODAY
intramural basketball league
Young Democrats: 1 p.m. will distinguish between the A
meeting concerning progress on and B teams after this meeting.
Chess Club: 8 p.m. meeting,
the fight against the repeal of
hitchhiking and plans for next Xavier Conference room.
quarter. A. A. Lemieux Libra- TUESDAY
ry, Room112.
A pw o's: 6 p.m. executive
Intramurals: Scrimmage at 5 board in Barman 102.
p.m. on the north court of the
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Connolly P.E. Center. The men's

General Tele-

5

Those wishing to register may
apply by writing to College Career Clinic, Seattle-King County
Economic Development Council,
1218 Third Avenue, 19th Floor,
Seattle 98101, or by calling 622-

Spectrum of events

phone Company of the Northwest, Honeywell Marine Sys-

Tomorrow is the Feast of Dec. 21, Thursday, 12:10 p.m.,
Liturgical Center,
the Immaculate Conception,
a holy day of obligation. Dec. 22, Friday, 12:10 p.m.,
Liturgical Center.
There will be a 7:30 a.m. and
10:45 a.m. Masses in Bellar- Dec. 23, Saturday, 11:30 a.m.,
mine. Then there will be a
Bellarmine.
11:30 a.m. Mass in Xavier. Dec. 24, Sunday, 11:00 a.m.,
At 12:10 p.m. there will be
Bellarmine.
a special Latin Mass in Bel- Dec. 25 (Christmas),Monday,
larmine. The final Mass of
11:30 a.m., Bellarmine.
the day on campus will be in Dec. 26, Tuesday, 11:30 a.m.,
the Liturgical Center at 4:30
Bellarmine.
p.m.
Dec. 27, Wednesday, 11:30
Special Christmas Masses
a.m., Bellarmine.
will be celebrated at the Lit- Dec. 28, Thursday, 11:30 a.m.,
urgical Center on Sunday at
Bellarmine.
4:30 p.m. and at Midnight. Dec. 29, Friday, 11:30 a.m.,
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
Bellarmine.
Dec. 30, Saturday, 11:30 a.m.,
MASS SCHEDULE
Dec. 16, Saturday, 11:30 a.m.,
Bellarmine.
Dec. 31, Sunday, 11:00 a.m.,
Bellarmine.
Bellarmine.
Dec. 17, Sunday, 11:00 a.m.,
Bellarmine.
Jan. 1, Monday, 11:30 a.m.,
Bellarmine.
Dec. 18, Monday, 12:10 p.m.,
Jan. 2, Tuesday, 12:10 p.m.,
Liturgical Center.
Liturgical Center.
Dec. 19, Tuesday, 12:10 p.m.,
Jan. 3, Wednesday,begin regLiturgical Center.
Dec. 20, Wednesday, 12: 10
ular schedule for winter
quarter.
p.m., Liturgical Center.

MA 3-6333

tems Center, Kenworth Motor
Truck Company, National Bank
of Commerce of Seattle, Seattle-First National Bank, Simpson Timber Company, State of
Washington, Unigard Insurance
Group, Washington Natural Gas
Company, Western International
Hotels and Weyerhaeuser Company.

A College Career Clinic to introduce college seniors, graduate
students and returning veterans
with degrees to area employers
communication patterns.
is scheduled for Dec. 21-22 at the
The group will meet one eve- Olympic Hotel.
ning a week for eight to ten
"The participation this year
weeks. While this experience is
designed for couples seeking of some firms which have not
in the clinic in remarital enrichment and aimed been involved
at the prevention of disruptive cent years, as well as the constrife, couples who currently tinued involvement of other
find themselves in the midst of firms, indicates a positive
marital discord are also wel- change in employment opportunities in the Seattle area,"
come.
of the King
Those wishing to participate said John Hicks Development
County Economic
in the group should notify the Council.
Counseling and Testing Center,
Participants include Aetna
Pigott 502, phone 626-5846.
Life & Casualty, The Boeing
Company, City of Seattle, Dependable Building Maintenance

about marriage, roles in marriage, individual needs, and

?

ancjcsa approved,

Weight: Less than eight ounces.
Included: Calculator, adapter/charger, carry
case and owner's manual,

,

mar!"ss"
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In stock in Seattle Monday morning, December 4, 1972.
Get your order in for immediate delivery.
"order form
Ship

Texas Instruments Electronic Slide Rule Calcula-)

tor(s) Model SR-10 to:

5 Point Drive In Cleaners
A CoinpKfd Modern Plant

ASK FOR YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT

For 21 Years "THE" Cleaner for S.U.

Right across from the "Chief"

EA 4-4112
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2219 4th
MA 4-0110
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City

State

Zip

Postage prepaid on orders with check or money order

bank card. $
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COD orders subject to postage and COD. charges. Washington State residents add'
sales tax o£^V^ a^|]£ na^e^n£^nkArn£r^carcl_a_ccepted._ _______J
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